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Statement of Significance: Blean Edge – Hernhill and Boughton
Fruit Belt
Extent of area:

The LLD covers the elevated rolling agricultural landscape on the edge of the
Blean woodlands complex in the eastern part of Swale Borough. It is
contained and bounded by the A299 and Faversham - Canterbury railway
and dissected by the A2.

Landscape character
context

23: Hernhill and Boughton Fruit Belt (all)
30: Selling Fruit Belt, small part on edge of AONB

An intact and high quality rural landscape on the foothills of the Blean, with elevated and undulating
topography offering long views out over the marshlands and the Swale. A strongly rural, secluded and
tranquil area. The complex land use of orchards, hop fields and pasture are contained in a patchwork of
small-medium fields, frequently enclosed by alder and poplar shelterbelts. These are set against the
wooded backdrop of the Blean and adjoining the AONB in the south. Small nucleated traditional Kentish
villages are characterised by their vernacular of red stock brick, white weatherboard and tile.
Qualities


Rolling topography and occasional steep slopes offering contrasting long views and enclosure within
the landscape, backed by The Blean woodlands on higher land.



Complex small scale land cover pattern. Orchards are mainly dwarf fruit arranged in lines along the
slopes creating distinctive geometric patterns. Small areas of woodland, some arable and pasture
bound by largely intact hedgerows create a unified agricultural landscape.



Includes a lowland pasture valley at the foot of the slopes to the north at Kelmsdale, linking this
area to the marshes to the north.



‘Textbook’ small nucleated Kentish villages at Hernhill, Dargate, and Staplestreet, South Street and
Oversland - vernacular red stock brick buildings, timber frame, weatherboard, brick and tile hung.



Narrow winding rural lanes link settlements.



Traditional built character includes oasts and manor houses representing a rich cultural heritage,
with flint church towers as at Hernhill providing local landmarks.



Distinctive wooded backdrop of the Blean on rising slopes provides enclosure, with contrasting long
views northward to the marshes and Swale and Thames Estuary.



A strongly, rural secluded area representative of Swale’s fruit growing landscape. Isolated and
contained by main roads of the A2, A299 and Faversham – Canterbury railway.
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Criteria
Local distinctiveness
and sense of place

Landscape quality
(condition and
intactness)

Scenic qualities

Summary
Set on the foothills of The Blean, this area has a distinct sense of place
created by the elevated undulating topography, overlaid with a complex land
use pattern of orchards, hop fields and pasture within a patchwork of small
fields enclosed by alder and poplar shelterbelts. These are set against the
wooded backdrop of the Blean. Small nucleated traditional Kentish villages at
Hernhill, Dargate, Staplestreet, South Street and Oversland are characterised
by their vernacular of red stock brick, white weatherboard and tile.
This is an intact and high quality rural landscape. It is recorded as being in
good condition in the LCA. The area is actively farmed with a mix of orchards
and occasional hop gardens. Orchards are mainly dwarf fruit arranged in
lines along the slopes creating distinctive geometric patterns. In addition
there are small areas of woodland, some arable and pasture bound by largely
intact hedgerows creating a unified agricultural landscape. There is an
absence of incongruous features and the main roads are reasonable well
integrated.
The elevated and undulating topography offers a contrasting sense of
enclosure, enhanced by the backdrop of the Blean, and long views north out
over the marshlands and the Swale. This is a strongly rural, secluded and
tranquil landscape bounded and cut, but not adversely impacted, by the main
roads of the A2 and A299.
Textbook ‘unspoilt’ Kentish villages and vernacular buildings – red stock
bricks, Kent peg tile roofs, weatherboarding add to the scenic quality.

Landscape values

Natural and cultural
attributes and
associations

Requirements:

The area is contiguous with AONB boundary and exhibits similar landscape
characteristics. It is an intact and coherent landscape of high quality and
represents some special qualities identified in the AONB management plan.
There is a relatively good network of rights of way which connects into routes
within the extensive area of Blean Woods.
A distinctive and high quality built character. Oasts and Manor Houses are
further distinctive built features, with flint church towers such as that at Hernhill
providing local landmarks on higher ground.
Grade II listed buildings include Mount Ephraim with associated Registered Park
and Garden; cottages and pub at Staplestreet; Hernhill Manor House and
Cottages; Fostall House and Farmhouse. Habitat interest is represented by a
small section of Blean Wood West and Holly Hill Local Wildlife Site.
The key requirement for this area is to conserve and enhance the special
qualities:

intimate landscape character formed by the small-medium-scale field pattern
with a strong network of shelterbelts and hedgerows;

varied land cover pattern of woodland, pasture, orchards and occasional
hops;

role of this area the setting for both the wooded Blean complex and adjacent
low lying marshes;

distinctive built character and vernacular, and intact small rural villages.
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